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THESIS PROCESS BOOK

My family is completely centered around cooking, baking, and
eating. I grew up in crowded kitchens learning to love and
appreciate food. I chose to work on this project because the
sense of joy and comfort I feel there is something I want to
make sure everyone has the tools to appreciate.

THE POINT

Cooking is made to be done wit h two
hands. For t hose wit h limited hand function
cooking is frustrating, time consuming
and dangerous. The way cooking tools
exist currently makes cooking an obstacle
for ever yone lac king grip, dexterity and
strengt h.
Yet, entire cultures, communities and
families are centered around an undying
love of cooking and eating. Cooking, itself,
has become far more t han a task to produce
food; it is a place of relief, exploration,
and creativity for so many. This sense of
conf idence and appreciation we feel from
creating somet hing delicious is somet hing
we should all get to experience.

RESEARCH: THE PEOPLE
I began by meeting with as many people as I could who for any reason had limited use of
their hands. I spoke with people living with double amputations, cerebral palse, quadriplegia,
and stroke survivors. The huge amount of information I gathered led me to understand that
the needs to someone with an amputation and someone with quadriplegia are far too broad
to address in one product, service, or system.
Because of this, I narrowed my user base down to just users with quadriplegia who use
wheelchairs and have a range of hand and arm functionality depending on their injury.
MOST COMMON ISSUES

OPENING

CUTTING AND

TAKING POTS AND

PAC KAGING

PREPPING FOOD

PANS OFF STOVE

M A J O R TA K E AWAYS
L AC K OF DEXTERIT Y
Grip strength and dexterity are the root of
most issues. Movements like pulling up,
mixing, slicing, and peeling all rely on
muscles most people with SCI’s have no
control of. Motions that utilize the bicep
are most effective.

USING TENODESIS
Tenodesis is a motion where a person
lifts their hand from there wrist which
automatically tightens the hand into a
fist shape and gives them more leverage.
Designing to encourage this motion will
allow for a more secure grip.

STRATEGIC PAC KAGING
If a person cannot get enough grip space
or does not have enough dexterity to
open a package, they will have to take
extra time or avoid buying certain foods
just because of the packaging.

RESEARCH: THE PEOPLE

A N DY
Andy is a man of many talents. As a previously
great snowboarder, rock climber, and chef,
Andy has not let his injury of two years stop him
from doing what he loves. He loves playing on
the Buckeye Blitz Rugby team and playing other
sports. He doesn’t cook as much as he used to
and says he usually cooks one thing he can eat
for a few days so he doesn’t have to go through
the effort each day.

BRAD
Brad is a big traveler and not afraid to try
almost anything. He is finishing his degree to be
a history teacher right now and a big player on
the Buckeye Blitz Rugby team. While one of his
hands has almost all function, he has difficulty
moving the fingers in the other hand which
makes holding a knife and having the strength
to lift a pot of pasta very difficult.

JEREMY
Jeremy has had a love for cooking his entire
life and used to be a chef. After his accident
he lost almost all use of his fingers and was
unable to do his job. He has devoted his life to
athletics and empowering other quadriplegics
to be active and live their lives to the fullest.
He still cooks all the time and says the key is
manipulation, everything can be done you just
have to figure out how.

LEARNINGS: SURVEY FINDINGS
An online survey gave me quick information from more stakeholders than I
could have had the opportunity to speak to in person. These findings helped me
understand where in the cooking process I should focus on.

RESEARCH: COOKING WITH BRAD
The only way to truly understand this problem space and identify pain
points is to cook a meal with the users I am designing for.

PAIN POINT 1:

PAIN POINT 2:

PAIN POINT 3: GRIPPIN G

MAKING THE FIRST

SEEING INTO THE POT

POT HANDLES AND

BIG CUTS

STRAINING

RESEARCH: CONJECTURES
Informed by all insights collected so far, I began to
explore different ideas and solution paths.

ADDRESSING PAC KAGIN G
Large loops eliminate the need for fine motor
skills and tight finger to finger grip.

ADDRESSING CUTTING
Holding the knife underhand with an angled
Dycem grip and pushing forward based on
Jeremy’s needs makes chopping
more efficient.

ADDRESSING COOKING
A rotating cooktop with a track to safely remove
pots at the front and easy moving front controls
prevent burns.

LEARNING: PROTOT YPING AND TESTING
Based on my conjectures and research with Brad, I built rough prototypes focusing on handling and gripping for knifes,
utensils, and pots and pans. Then I cooked with Andy and saw him use the prototypes in his own cooking process.

LEARNING: PERSPECTIVE SHIFT
To better explore and evaluate the depth and range of this problem’s design solution, I
quickly created six far fetched ideas based in different value perspectives.
I found that there is a large gap in the home food service section for adaptive users
and the creativity and feelings of confidence cultivated by cooking are harder to place
focus on but should be at the forefront of the solution because with those, come all
factors of functionality for the user.
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MARKET WORLD

INDUSTRIAL WORLD

Meal subscription service
specifically catered toward users
with limited hand function.

Mass food production company that sells
vegetables and fruits precut in different
ways in grocery stores.

Precut food that takes away the
stress and danger and leaves the
enjoyment and creativity. And
all shipped fresh in adaptive
packaging.

Once used, the containers can either be
kept or returned at next purchase for a
discount. Returned containers would then
be recycled and used for new food.

DOMESTIC WORLD

WORLD OF FAME

INSPIRED WORLD

Pot top section locks into saute
pan for use with colander
inside.

Beautiful form allowing the pot/
pan to nest into the stove top.

Rejects the need to adapt
kitchen tools for limited hand
use and hand use at all.

Dycem wrapped handles for
grip and temperature control
while carrying plate on bottom
to reduce chance of burns.

This allows users in wheelchairs
to see what is in their pots
and not have to worry about
keeping the pot stable.
Electronic sit/stand controls for
sharing the kitchen.

All parts of cooking process
controlled by tools held or
controlled by your mouth, feet,
or torso.

Your help net work.

I can ma ke that
for you

Can y ou sh ow
me how to do
that ?

Here’s all m y
tricks

Here is h ow to
make this

CIVIC WORLD
Community of people in
similar situations.
Access to tips, tricks, and
adaptations vetted by others.
Download instructions and
mail adaptations to those
looking for help.

DESIGN BRIEF
CONTEXT
The limited hand functionality of people with incomplete quadriplegia
makes cooking frustrating, time consuming and dangerous.

GENERAL PROBLEM
Users inability to grip cooking utensils, pots and pans handles exposes
them to potential burns/cuts and drains their cooking experience of
creativity, comfort and enjoyment.

Avoiding packaging

Handling Pots and Pans

Seeing into the pot

Straining from pot

COOKING SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE
A service specifically catering to people living independently with
limited hand function and other physical disabilities. Users can keep
up with their nutritional needs, easily open packaging, and cook with
ingredients prepped to the level of their choosing to keep the focus of
the enjoyment of cooking.

Dietary requirements

Cutting and prepping

POT AND PAN SET
A pot and pan designed for users with limited hand use. The set
will come with the first meal kit and all recipes require only this
set. The pan handle is removable to platform the product for
use by those with other physical disabilities. Many users feel that
products designed for adaptive use try to cover to broad a range
of disabilities and look bulky and childish, the goal of this design
is to make the experience of adaptive and mainstream products
completely seamless.

SOLUTION: ZEST
ZEST is a meal subscription ser vice and cookware set made
for and wit h quadriplegic individuals wit h limited hand
function. Ever y ZEST meal is customized to eac h user ’s
range of functionality and designed to be cooked wit h our
cookware set.
These products make ever y intention to seamlessly
inter twine wit h mainline cookware to empower and enable
users to love when t hey cook.

VISUAL BRAND LANGUAGE GUIDE
LOGO DEVELOPMENT

BRAND PILL ARS
SUPPORTIVE | SKILLFUL | CUSTOM BUILT
COLORS

RGB: 238 54 35

RGB: 187 186 186

RGB: 255 255 255

RGB: 0 0 0

CMYK: 0 93 100 0

CMYK: 27 22 22 0

CMYK: 0 0 0 0

CMYK: 0 0 0 100

KEY FEATURES
Right angles
Rounded corners
Half circle features
Polished aluminum accents
Textured matte black
with shiny black

zest
ZEST
zest
ZEST
zest
ZEST
zest
ZEST
zest

zest
ZEST
zest
ZEST
zest
zest

zest

zest

zest

APP DEVELOPMENT
FUNCTIONAL DIRECTION
The app needs to accommodate low dexterity to use with less typing
required and more buttons and options. Graphically the layout should
be simple, playful, and put focus on the meals.

KEY FEATURES
Choose level of ingredient preparedness
Categorize meals by type, meal, and dietary requirements
User is the chef, not the professionals behind the meals

APP INTERFACE
The ZEST app is the user’s
management system for their
subscription. Here they can
change their settings like how
many people they are cooking
for that meal or how precut they
would like their ingredients.
App puts emphasis on making it
very clear what you’ve cooked,
what you liked, what you didn’t,
and what we think you should try.

APP STRUCTURE

SIGN UP FOR ZEST

BASIC INFO AND
QUESTIONS:

C H O O S E YO U R
LEVEL:

FINISHING UP:

FIND RECIPES

DIETARY REQUIREMENTS
(TELL US WHAT YOU NEED
TO EAT)

LEVEL 1: NOTHING CUT, JUST
EASY OPEN PACKAGING

FOOD PREFERENCES
(TELL US WHAT YOU LIKE TO
EAT)

HOW MANY PEOPLE ARE YOU
COOKING FOR?

LEVEL 2: ONLY ‘FIRST BIG
CUTS’ MADE

PICK OUT YOUR FIRST WEEK
OF MEALS

HOW MUCH TIME DO YOU
HAVE TO COOK?

LEVEL 3: EVERYTHING
CHOPPED

DELIVERY INFORMATION

PURC HASE PAN
AND POT

DO YOU WANT TO ORDER
MEALS MANUALLY OR
AUTOMATICALLY?

HOW MANY MEALS DO YOU
WANT A WEEK?

C H O O S I N G YO U R
MEALS:

COOK

LET ZEST GIVE YOU NEW
RECIPES BASED ON YOUR
PREVIOUS CHOICES

MAINTAINING
YO U R P L A N :

CHANGE WHAT YOU DO
NOT LIKE

CHANGE LEVEL OF RECIPES

CHOOSE EVERY RECIPE
YOURSELF

PROMPT TO APPROVE OR
CHOOSE NEXT WEEKS MEALS

APPROVE THE MEALS YOU
LIKE

CHANGE COOK TIME
PREFERENCES

BROWSE AND CREATE A
LIST THAT ZEST WILL
SELECT FROM

RATE RECIPES YOU’VE
ALREADY MADE

PAC KAGIN G
KEY FEATURES
All bag packaging uses roll top closures for easy carry
while meat, spice, and all other ingredients use easy rip
loops. Recipe cards fold out so they don’t need to ever be
picked up and can be seen easily from wheelchair height.
You can opt in for a system to fold and send back each
month of packaging and ZEST will recycle it for you.

EVOWARE™ BIODEGRADABLE AND EDIBLE
SEAWEED PAC KAGING
EASY RIP LOOP PAC KAGING
100% RECYCL ABLE PAC KAGING AND ICE PAC KS
STAND UP RECIPE CARDS
INDIVIDUAL MEAL BOXES MADE TO FIT IN
THE FRIDGE

COOKWARE: MAIN DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Light enough to be
picked up

Easy to wash

Uses natural hand
curl radius

Touchable temperature

Low grip strength required

Accommodates a range
of disabilities

COOKWARE: INSPIRATION AND DETAIL

COOKWARE: INITIAL HAND SKETC HES

A broad exploration into handle and
pot concepts informed by my previous
prototyping and research lead me to
think more thoroughly through the
relationship between the users and
their journey with the set.

COOKWARE: PROTOT YPIN G
After reviewing prototypes with Andy we determined that a combination of options inspired by the triangle
formation for adaptive driving tools provide the most support with the least amount of dexterity required.

COOKWARE: HANDLE REFINEMENT
The goal of these designs was to leverage the tri pin spinner knob mechanism for
the pan and the dovetail joinery principle for the pan. After these drawings we
determined the two piece handle system was unnecessarily complex for the users.

Z E S T C O O K WA R E : BO DY S H A P E
Down selecting with pain points in mind narrowed twelve sets to three.

• Stable
• Lightweight
• Dishwasher safe

• Properly sized
• Temperature safe

COOKWARE: REFINEMENT AS A SET
It was important to understand which features were most important in each piece
and how they could each be fit to incorporate connecting visual elements.

ZEST COOKWARE: PROTOT YPING 2
Flexible piping prototypes based off
the most successful initial CAD models
were extremely important. Before testing
I thought the symmetry of Prototype
2 would bring the most support but
Prototype 4 was by far the most
supportive.
Additionally, the connections in
Prototypes 1 and 3 were too closed off
for a person with larger hands.
PROTOT YPE 1

PROTOT YPE 2

PROTOT YPE 3

PROTOT YPE 4

COOKWARE: PROTOT YPING 3
More refined prototypes to do a final check before starting to
build the final model.

COOKWARE: PAN HANDLE EVOLUTION
Exploring features that slim the form and allow for more
intentional transitions gave me a better understanding of where
the handle should connect and place.

COOKWARE: POT HANDLE EVOLUTION
Iterations to figure out how a user could wedge their hands instead of
having to grasp a handle and keep their hands in a natural movement
instead of shifting wrist positions proved to be successful.

COOKWARE: TOP HANDLE EVOLUTION
The first designs I tested were squared loops but after testing prototypes
I learned that a closed loop would not accommodate different sized
and positioned hands like U shaped handles would.

COOKWARE: DETAIL IDEATION
This splash guard was not in keeping with the brand features and the attachment
mechanism was too difficult to wash and didn’t provide a strong enough attachment.

COOKWARE: SET EVOLUTION
Putting the final iterations into a kitchen helped to make final design choices that aimed to
create a cookware set that did not stand out as a chunky adaptive cookware set.

COOKWARE: BUILDING PROCESS
3D PRINTING, VACUUM FORMING, CNC MILLING, FINISHING, WOOD WORKING, METAL WORKING, HEAT FORMING

COOKWARE: FINAL MODEL

COOKWARE: MATERIAL BREAKDOWN
T R I P LY C O N S T R U C T I O N
Hard anodized aluminum core for even conduction and
resistance to corrosion with layer of ceramic on top and
high grade stainless steel on the bottom.
SPEC KLED BL AC K THERMOLON™
Exterior ceramic non stick coating. PFAS, PFOA,
lead, and cadmium free. Uses 60% less CO2 during
production compared to regular nonstick pans. Safe up
to 400 F and doesn’t impart flavoring into food.
18 / 10 S TA I N L E S S S T E E L
Compatible with electric, gas, ceramic and halogen
cooktops. Retains it’s shape in high temperatures and is
highly anti corrosive overtime.
TEMPERED GLASS LID
Allows user to see inside while cooking.
DYC E M + S TA I N L E S S S T E E L H A N D L E
8.25” handle made of stainless steel keeps handle
cool to the touch to eliminate the need for oven mits
while .3mm thick Dycem, a non-toxic, latex free,
antimicrobial durable polymer material dramatically
enhances grip and can be easily washed and handle
indirect heat.
STAINLESS STEEL STRAINER BASKET
Fine mesh strainer can handle high temperatures and
doesn’t impart metal flavor into food.

COOKWARE: FEATURES
DOVETAIL ATTACHMENT

TRI PLY CONSTRUCTION

DYCEM GRIP ZONES

2QT SAUCE PAN
3.5” tall 7” round
~3lb
2.5mm thick
Dishwasher safe

10” SKILLET
1.75” tall
~2.7lb
2.5mm thick
Dishwasher safe

A H U G E T H A N K YO U TO
THE OHIO BUCKEYE BLITZ
RUGBY TEAM FOR THEIR
I N VA LUA B L E I N S I G H T ,
TIME, AND KINDNESS!

T H A N K YO U !

